Hot Runners/Mold Maintenance & Repair

By Steve Johnson

Getting Started with
Hot Runner Maintenance
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Developing basic cleaning and repair skills among in-house technicians
should be the goal of every shop that runs hot runner systems.

N

ew technology for the design, manufacture and use
of molds influences their reliability and performance,
ultimately impacting part quality. It also means that
molds are continuing to become more complicated and
tedious to maintain and repair. This includes hot runner
molds, whose use continues to grow, thanks to benefits such
as reduced molding costs and improved design capabilities
that make them attractive over cold runners. However, their
mechanical and process wizardry comes with challenges—
maintenance being the number one challenge. Someone has
to keep these molds in good shape and perform repairs when
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they wear out or break—and they will wear out and break.
Maybe not as a result of the design, but because people have
the final say in how they are run and maintained.
In mold repair shops around the world, hot runner systems
have the reputation of being “something we don’t mess with”
when it’s time for in-house repair technicians to remove,
In-house hot runner maintenance and repair work usually results in
faster and more cost-effcient repairs, as opposed to having to crate up the mold
and ship it out, and then wait for the work to be done and the mold to be returned. In-house capability enables a shop to react faster and stay on schedule.

clean, inspect and reassemble them. One little mistake like a
loose bolt, pinched wire, brass shrapnel (from a hammer and
other “soft” tool), using the wrong tool at the wrong time or
applying the wrong amount of force can lead to catastrophic
results. And that is just on the maintenance side of mold
maintenance and repair. Failure to use proper start-up procedures can also have disastrous effects.
The fact is that manifolds and related components should
not be that difficult to maintain and repair, considering the
level of maintenance many repair technicians already perform
daily on closetolerance ejector sysIn-house manifold maintenance
tems, cores, cavities,
and repairs, and keeping hot
spring-loaded slides,
cams and other
runner systems healthy are
causes worthy of proper training. dynamic tooling
configurations. Yet,
although a technician must pay close
attention in performing any type of close-tolerance mold
work, there is a difference between maintenance and repair
of mold components and that of hot runner molds. Making a
mistake that causes a water or oil leak is usually not as disastrous as encapsulating a plate full of expensive wires, heaters,
thermocouples and other delicate components in a plastic
cocoon. The skill required isn’t necessarily more demanding,
but the consequences of mistakes are much less forgiving.
Working on anything mechanical requires precise atten-

tion to details. This includes regularly documenting procedures and issues, understanding the critical-to-function
areas, practicing patience, and maintaining focus throughout
the process. For hot runner manifolds, danger lurks beyond
the maintenance side of things. You can do everything right
in the shop, then send it out to the press where a process
technician who doesn’t appreciate the sealing power of a
good 45-minute heat soaking ruins perfectly executed preventive maintenance (PM) on a mold.

Bringing it In House
In-house manifold maintenance and repair, and keeping
hot runner systems healthy are two causes worthy of proper
training. Any time a company can do anything in house,
it usually results in faster and more cost-efficient work.
In-house repairs are no exception. Avoiding having to crate
up the mold and ship it out, then wait for the work to be
completed and the mold to be returned allows a shop to stay
on schedule. As an added benefit, the in-house maintenance
team will appreciate not having a “limit” placed on their skills
and development potential, improving bench confidence,
motivation, professionalism and pay grade.
Here is a breakdown of some of the work involved in cleaning
and repairing a manifold within a typical hot runner system:
• Map out systems (ohmmeter) for position verification of
thermocouples and heaters.
• Perform heater resistance and connectivity checks and
replacement.
• Verify correct thermocouple operation/
location and replacement.
• Route (to connectors) and splice wires
correctly.
• Disassemble and clean valve gates (valve
pins, seals and cylinder components).
• Inspect and verify tooling conditions,
and check manifold stack dimensions for
proper preload.
• Perform comparative (cavity-to-cavity)
dimensional analysis on nozzle and gate
tip heights.
• Remove, clean and reinstall fixed (thermal) gate tips (sometimes done in the
press).
The only practice for hot runner maintenance and repair that could be classified as
a “non-standard” procedure is cleaning of
internal manifold and nozzle channels by
hot sand bath using fluid bed thermal process equipment. However, even these types
of systems are readily available for those
companies that frequently require this type
Knowledge of thermocouple types and basic wiring confgurations is essential for today’s
repair technicians.
of service and have room for it.
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